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Welcome to Cloud Cover IT
Here for your Digital Journey
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Our Digital Journey

Our digital journey starts in 2012 when Co-Founder and Managing Director, Lance Gauld,
launched Cloud Cover IT.
We started off as an IT infrastructure business with helpdesk support for businesses in and
around the central belt of Scotland. As cloud services and technology moved forward, we
identified the need to diversify our offering to include many vital services a company may
need to support day-to-day operations. This included telephony, Microsoft 365 integration,
backup disaster recovery and providing managed IT services.
In 2016, we became Microsoft Gold Partners and took a huge step into growing our
Microsoft Consultancy offering. From here, we launched our product development and
cloud infrastructure team to push forward the next stage of the business.
We can’t take all the credit for our growth, and we would like to thank Scottish Enterprise for
enabling our diversification into product development and take on more staff to cope with
an ever-growing customer base. The funding Cloud Cover IT has received meant we are on
our way to achieving growth both in local markets and expand into international markets.
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Cloud Cover IT at a Glance
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Our Partnerships

Microsoft Gold Partner: In 2016, Cloud Cover IT became Microsoft Gold Partners. This has enabled
us to expand our value-added services using our expertise to help customers utilise the Micosoft356
features more efficiently and drive transformation in their business.

KnowBe4 is our cyber-security awareness and training partner. We can provide solutions to ensure
users are well educated to identify and prevent phishing and ransomware attacks which may negatively
affect business.

As 3CX Platinum Partner, we recieve support from the team at 3CX to ensure, we are providing you with
the best telephony experience for your business.

SP Marketplace: Working alongside our partners in Penn Valley, California, we have access to some
of the most knowledgable and talented developers to pull from to help us build the best platform of
SharePoint to fit your needs.
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Our Partnerships

Veeam Silver Pro Partner: With this partnership, Veeam provide some of the best backup, disaster
recovery and data management solutions on the market, making sure your data is protected and secure
at all times.

Akari is our change management partner. We work together on projects to ensure the end user is
accessing the very best technology and service helping them to work smarter and more efficiently.
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What we do
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Here for your Digital Journey

Our Leadership team

Whatever stage your business has reached, we work with
you to create your Digital Roadmap. This takes account of
your unique circumstances and guides us as a whole team
towards a clear digital goal.

The Leadership team is here to ensure your Digital Journey
goes smoothly. A wealth of experience among them, you are
sure to be in safe hands.

As Microsoft Gold Partners, we ensure that you benefit
from our knowledge and expertise in every aspect of the
Microsoft environment.

Lance Gauld

Jim Murray

lance@cloudcoverit.co.uk

jim@cloudcoverit.co.uk

Nicola Brown

Alasdair Gauld

nicola@cloudcoverit.co.uk

alasdair@cloudcoverit.co.uk

David Pieroni

Steven Turner

Managing Director

We’ve analysed all projects for common factors, identified
the most successful methods and placed them into three
stages:
Technology and Projects
Integrating the right infrastructure and tools for managing
your information, operations and communications.

Head of Finance and
Administration

Optimisation
Maximising value through training and the continuous
improvement of your business’ new and existing tools.
Digital Transformation
Intelligently using technology and the data within your
systems to address issues and bottlenecks.

Head of Technology
and Projects

dpieroni@cloudcoverit.co.uk

Group Head of Technology

Head of Digital
Transformation

Commercial Director

steven@cloudcoverit.co.uk
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Technology and Projects
Integrating the right infrastructure and tools for managing
your information, operations and communications.

David Pieroni
Our Technology and Projects team understand modern businesses
depend on the flow of information and data to enable the workforce.
We have seen those who manage it well, gain a clear advantage in
the marketplace.
At this stage, we’ll help you and your team to understand their
current systems, develop a clear roadmap for development and
migrate to new systems seamlessly, with minimal disruption, and
support users with training and helpdesk resource to protect and
enhance productivity.

Head of Technology
and Projects

dpieroni@cloudcoverit.co.uk

Mobile Device Management

Backup Disaster Recovery

IT Managed Services

IT Infrastructure

Telephony

Microsoft 365
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Optimisation
Maximising value through training and the continuous
improvement of your business’ new and existing tools.

Working together, our Technology and Projects and Digital
Transformation teams optimise your roadmap to ensure you are
getting the most from your system and generate real value to the
business and its staff.
This section starts to integrate workflows, encourage seamless
collaboration, enable remote and flexible working practices, and
helps harness the full capabilities of your system to automate
manual processes whilst reducing inefficiency.

David Pieroni

Alasdair Gauld

dpieroni@cloudcoverit.co.uk

alasdair@cloudcoverit.co.uk

Head of Technology
and Projects

Head of Digital
Transformation

Cloud Consultancy

Solution Consultancy

Cloud Data Migration

Microsoft Teams
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Digital Transformation
Intelligently using technology and the data within your
systems to address issues and bottlenecks.

Alasdair Gauld
Head of Digital
Transformation

The Digital Transformation team is here to help your business create
new insights with your data through the use of technology.
It’s a world of endless possibilities. We will work with you to help you
understand and manage your more effectively using dashboards,
optimise your operations by minimising manual and paper-based
processes, encourage and enable innovation and collaboration
with virtual spaces and solve real-world problems through bespoke
app and systems development.

alasdair@cloudcoverit.co.uk

SharePoint
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Case Study

Soaring into the cloud

Loganair is Scotland’s airline. With its first flight in 1962, Loganair travels
to destinations across Europe, Scandinavia and the British Isles. Based at
Glasgow Airport, the airline has hubs throughout, and is now the largest
operator of domestic routes in, the UK.

Business Challenge
Loganair had identified it was heavily reliant on on-premise infrastructure for organisational
data, and it was keen to reduce this in alignment with its wider IT strategy. Loganair required
a solution which offered security, productivity, and collaboration while also meeting data
compliance requirements.
The Solution
• Leading SharePoint data migration project from on-premises file server
• Working with Loganair to support technology change management
• Delivering training to upskill users on security, collaboration and productivity
benefits associated with SharePoint and wider Microsoft 365 environment

“The team were extremely engaging
when it came to our SharePoint migration.
Their professional approach to the
implementation really shone through.
“This was a significant change in our
infrastructure with some eyebrows raised
when we decided to take the business in
this direction. Cloud Cover really helped
settle those fears and aided in showing the
benefits of the implementation.
“The support from the team post migration
has been excellent! They are always happy
to jump on a call to go over things and
answer any queries we may have.”

The Expertise
SharePoint

Rob Millar, Head of IT
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Case Study

Making sure you’re on time

WGM Engineering is one of Scotland’s leading engineering solution providers.
Offering a unique service with mechanical, electrical, and civil engineering. WGM
Engineering provides its clients with a full service in strategically located service
centres and its large workforce of field-based engineers.

Business Challenge
WGM Engineering needed a time recording solution for employees that delivered against
commercial and payroll needs. With much of the work force being mobile engineers at
various locations and working on a wide variety of jobs, it was imperative managers and
directors understood how engineer’s time was being spent to effectively manage client
expectations as well as needs of the engineers. Additional applications were required for
Service Centre and Office staff to support day-to-day operations.
The Solution
• Bespoke application development via Microsoft Power Platform including
PowerApps, Power Automate and SharePoint
• Dedicated applications for Field, Service Centre and Office Staff
• Integration with existing business practices and systems
• Reporting Facility providing accuracy to line managers, payroll and billing
The Expertise
SharePoint, Power Apps

“The insight and expertise of Cloud
Cover were vital in identifying and
implementing the best solution for
recording employee time within WGM.
This is a complex issue with the solution
needing to fit our own payroll and
commercial needs as well as that of our
clients and contractors.
“Cloud Cover have provided
experienced and customer-focused
developers to work closely with us on
their user-friendly and future-proof
application while maintaining great
communication with us at all stages.”

Graham Aitken, Systems Trainer
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Cloud Cover IT
Suite 5, The Albus,
Brook Street, Glasgow,
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Are you ready to start your Digital Journey?

